The Yukawa functions appearing in meson-theoretical potentials are expressed by superposing the Gaussian basis functions with high accuracy. Two kinds of OBEP with and without retardation described by the Gaussian basis are constructed. The two potentials give excellent fits to the two-nucleon data.
tions from each meson (;r, 7}, p, w, o, o-). Then, two kinds of OBEP with and without retardation, which we denote as GOBEP (R) (or (R)) and GOBEP (NR) (or (NR)) are constructed.
The r~space OBEP is usually derived from the P-space OBEP. The P-space OBEP V(p', p) is expanded up to the order O(p 2 /M 2 ).
The meson propagator 2Ia(k 2 )
is also approximated as
where k = p'-p, E = M + P 2 /2M, M ( ma) is the nucleon (meson) mass and the suffix a stands for the exchanged meson. By performing the Fourier transformation of V(p', p), the r-space OBEP is given in the form:
VNNa= Vca+ 812 Vra+(L· S) VLsa+ Wi2 Vwa+ vvLLa-~l7 2 vpa+ Vpal7 2 }' (2)
where v/ ( w/) is the nonretarded (retarded) part of the OBEP, corresponding to the Y= e-x x=(l_+_l_)y
where x=mr (hereafter m=ma). The Gaussian expansions of the functions in Eq. (4) are performed as follows. A series of the Gaussian range {rn} is chosen to be a geometric progression: 3 
>
Yn+l=b· Yn; (5) where N is the number of Gaussian basis functions. In our case N=10, r1 =0.315 fm and r10=7.806 fm. However the four basis functions with r1~ r10 are not used in the cases of heavy mesons except Jr-meson, for the potential ranges by heavy mesons are much shorter than that by Jr-meson. Then, for example, the function Y(mr) is expanded as
The coefficients an are determined by the x 2 -search. To see accuracy of the Gaussian expansion, the exact Yukawa functions and the expanded ones for the Jr· and w-mesons are shown in Fig. 1 
where Ani are the coefficients of the Gaussian expansion of GOBEP, which are related with the meson-nucleon coupling constants and the coefficients an in Eq. (6). For example, An c is constituted by such term as -mer g,/(1-mcr 2 /4M 2 ) an which is the contribution from 6-meson. The reduction parameter .it has been included in
Ani (i= W, LL, p).
Since there are some ambiguities of OBEP at the core region (~1 fm), we treat them phenomenologically. First, the Gaussian function with the range r1 is used as a cutoff function which makes Ui=O at r=O. From Eq. (7), the radial part of GOBEP with the cutoff is expressed as follows: i=C,
and following modifications are made in the other terms:
Consequently, the GOBEP is written as follows:
where Cn; consists of An; and Eo;. The meson-nucleon coupling constants and the core strength Bo; except Bl which is fixed to zero, are determined by the X 2 -search so as to reproduce the two-nucleon data. The expansion coefficients C/ for (R) are shown in Table II and those for (NR) will be given in our next paper. The derivative of function Vp(r) appearing in the Green's method 2 l is given with good accuracy as follows:
dV,
.Some radial dependence of both the potentials, (R) and (NR), is illustrated in The low energy parameters, deuteron binding energy Ed, electric quadrupole moment Qd and D-state probability Pn calculated with (R) and (NR) are listed in Table III. In conclusion, we summarize as follows. 1) The Yukawa type functions from each meson are well reproduced by superposing the Gaussian basis functions. Then the OBEP is accurately described in terms of the Gaussian basis. 
